Soviet cop jumps U.S. diplomat

BRUSSELS (UPI) - A Soviet policeman who was the U.S. Embassy's security guard at the Belgian embassy began shooting, injuring himself, before being shot dead by police.

The attacker, identified as 37-year-old Ilya Cherkashin, began shooting inside the embassy shortly after 4 p.m. on Wednesday.

Cherkashin, who worked at the embassy for 15 years, was shot and killed by police who were responding to reports of a disturbance.

The incident is being investigated by Belgian and Russian authorities.
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John, the former U.S. ambassador to Argentina, does not know what led to the attack.

He said it is possible that the attacker was trying to protest against the embassy's policies or to gain entry to the building.

The embassy has not yet provided any further information about the incident.
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REGENTS refuse to review UNI discrimination claim

Regent Barry Bills of Waterloo protested the issue because he felt the regents were considering whether to review the case and whether he should vote to deny the request for review. 

The regents, however, have not yet made a final decision on the matter.

In other words, the regents authorized the case for a figure in the 19th century branching to provide a start point for the big sequence. Since this decision might be very intellectual, they do want to review this. But for this, the adjustment was necessary to give me more about their ratings. The $20 million adjustment would have made the total budget to $70 million for the 1996-97 fiscal year. 

The board is scheduled to take a preliminary vote on their budget for the 1996-97 fiscal year, in

New V.P. for Weeg proposed

...
Police wait for autopsy report on baby's death
by John HARTALL
Staf Writer

Charges against the 20-year-old mother of the infant girl who was found lifeless in a local garbage collection point will be announced Wednesday at 10 a.m. The police will determine whether the baby was dead at birth or was killed.

"At this point in time, the investigation is still in the hands of the medical examiner," Sgt. Deidre Jellis, Johnson County Coroner's Office spokesman, said Monday afternoon. "Until I have something from the medical examiner that indicates whether the death occurred before or after the baby was born, then no question of charges is involved.

Detective Michael Hailey, in his report, said the baby girl was approximately 4 days old at the time of her death. The baby was found on a bed of blankets in the back of an Iowa City garbage cart. Police said no other injuries were sustained except a few scratches on the baby. The body was taken to the hospital for a final report to be made.

A press conference will be held Wednesday afternoon at 10 a.m. The public is invited to attend.

Postscripts
Reading
THE VERY BEST IN ROCK & ROLL
Free Band Matinee featuring
SOUTHHORE 25¢ Hot Dogs
9-6 pm
SATURDAY
Music
SOUTHSHORE, every other week at 6:30 PM, usually on Saturday
The Collegiate Marquee will present a concert or a show in Cape Rock Hall.

SUNDAY
Music
SOUTHSHORE, every other week at 6:30 PM, usually on Sunday
The Collegiate Marquee will present a concert or a show in Cape Rock Hall.

The Exterminating Angel
Directed and written by Luis Buñuel, Spanish dialogue with English subtitles
This tawdry spoof and Isabel Derroes's book, is a play on Buñuel's own memories and life experiences. The book was written in 1947, and the movie was released in 1950. The film is a satirical comedy about society and politics, and it satirizes the reality of the 1940s Mexico. The film is a satirical comedy that highlights the absurdity of the Mexican society of the time.

Sunday Only 7 & 9 pm $1
Equality in collegiate sports

Did you hear the recent fiasco involving the sports programs? It seems that some schools have not been doing as well as others, which has caused a lot of discussion and debate. The problem boils down to interpreting what Title IX requires, as there are still many miles to go before women are treated equally. One of the first questions in the debate is whether the law is designed to provide equal opportunity or equal results. Unfortunately, it really isn't as magical as it sounds and differences have been taken in the right direction, there are still many miles to go before women are treated equally.

The 'A' stamp abroad

On May 30, the U.S. Postal Service raised the price of their first-class postage stamp from 20 cents to 23 cents. The reason for the price hike was to continue the Postal Service's efforts to bring in more revenue to cover the cost of operation. Many people were unhappy with the increase, with some even taking to social media to express their discontent.

Given the choice of the two stamps, the cost difference is quite evident, and it's important to consider how this increase might impact international mail. For Americans, it could mean paying more for international postage, which could affect their ability to communicate with loved ones abroad. For international students, it could impact their ability to stay in touch with family and friends.

The Continental Touch

The small rich is the Rulers of tugorificance and the big rich is the Fortune are gathering up their marvelous dramatic to the capricious and sudden stamp tax. That's the last paid on the profile from the rate of sales, apartment houses and small curiosity stores such as tailor or hardware which hots up in price.

Capital gains tax and other sub stories

Until one year ago the federal tax on capital gains taxes was lower than the tax earned on investment gains. That tax is no longer considered collectable. This year the tax has been raised to a maximum of about 36 per cent a year although people with significant capital gains have tax lawyers who make their business to be their clients solving for the maximum. The current proposal would create a 13 cent stamp above the current 8 cent stamp. The President would have to approv and others, the public and the scandal have already indicated that this increase would be a tax on taxation.

The dilemma concerning the availability of stamps is a matter of the Postal Service — although the increase to the Postmaster General of the Postmaster General still has not been determined. The bill for the current fiscal year, and the fiscal year that the US Post Office can be cooked up to get middle income people is more than a bit over.

Readers on letters: gall and rankness is all

Letters

Skeetool: For those who guardians of the authors were actually to heed their own advice — they really go a good deal of doing things to keep the public's eye on the law. You can't help but think that they have the gall to think of himself as a "pro-filer" when he has a record to the contrary.

Enlightenment

So the Editor,

Mr. Jabberson's objections letter above is quite enlightened. First, it points out one of the most pressing issues in society: the growing disparity between the rich and the poor. The disparity is so great that it has become a major concern in our society, and if we don't take action, we will only exacerbate the problem.

It has been decided to designate alternative societies as a "red scare" to keep them from being allowed to serve. A good example of this is the way that companies often use propaganda and media to influence public opinion, which can have dangerous consequences for society. It is essential that we take action to prevent this from happening.

Copyright 1978 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

© 1978, King Features Syndicate Inc.
Mudcat: authentic two-man blues

By Jay Walljasper

Authentically isn’t what most music would expect as an introduction to the Japanese-American guitarist and San Francisco’s legendary folk club, the Audubon. Then again, most people could never guess what was going on at the club. The night I was there, I stumbled across two guitarists, Ivo Pogorelich on tenor and Walter Abreu on classical, playing a set of Bach and Beethoven. The audience was small and the sound was clear, allowing for an intimate microphone setup. Ivo Pogorelich’s passion for music is evident in his playing. His fingers move with grace and precision, creating beautiful melodies that fill the room. Walter Abreu’s classical music brings a sense of calmness to the environment, adding to the unique atmosphere of the club.

The two musicians are highly skilled and their performance was breathtaking. The harmonies between their instruments were seamless, and their ability to play together was impressive. The audience was captivated by their performance, and the room was filled with applause. The club, with its moody lighting and cozy seating, is the perfect setting for such an intimate musical experience. Ivo Pogorelich and Walter Abreu’s performance was a true testament to the power of music and the magic of live performance.

DI Classifieds

NOW HIRING

CASHIERS - LUNCH AND DINNER
FOOD PREP
EXPERIENCED
BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY

Apply in person
Monday through Friday
between 2:30 and 5 at

IOWA RIVER POWER COMPANY

"I was talking to Bill Kaylor and telling him about the Old Blues and how I’d been learning a lot from him. He said, ‘Sam, you know, it’s a good idea to play for the locals. They’re going to be more appreciative.’""}

An Inside Look at Mudcat: Authentic Two-Man Blues

Mudcat, a legendary two-man blues duo, has been entertaining audiences for years with their unique musical style. Their performances are filled with energy and passion, and their music is timeless. The duo consists of John Johnson (guitar) and Tim symes (harmonica), and they have been playing together for over 30 years. Their music is a blend of blues, rock, and country, and they are known for their powerful vocals and guitar skills.

Johnson and Symes have been playing together since 1985. At that time, Mudcat was a group of six friends who had met in Chicago. The group formed to play at a local blues club and quickly gained popularity. Over the years, the group has evolved into the two-man blues band known today as Mudcat.

The duo is known for their 打击乐 (bass guitar) and harmonica playing, and they have been featured in many music festivals and concerts. They have also released several albums, including "Live at Rock and Roll," "Blues from the Heart," and "The Best of Mudcat." Their music is apprécié by blues enthusiasts and fans of all ages.

Mudcat's sound is a blend of blues and rock, with influences from the blues masters such as B.B. King and Albert King. Their music is characterized by their strong rhythm section, with Johnson's bass guitar and Symes' harmonica providing a driving beat. Their vocals are powerful and emotive, and they are known for their dynamic stage presence.

Mudcat is a favorite of blues lovers around the world, and their music is celebrated for its energy and authenticity. Their performances are always a highlight of music festivals and concerts, and their fans eagerly await their next performance. For more information about Mudcat, visit their website at mudcatblues.com.
Green holds lead in Philly Classic

PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - Robert Green, a big money winner on the West Coast this year, took a four-stroke lead into the final round of the $80,000 U.S. Women's Open. Green is in position to add his name to a short list of golfers who have won the U.S. Open and the U.S. Women's Open.

Green, a 28-year-old American, is in the second round of the Women's Open at the nearby Merion Golf Club, with scores of 70 and 71. He is playing for his fifth hole and 300-yard long par-4 hole. He then lead in the field for the first round of the Philadelphia Golf Classic at the nearby Merion Golf Club.

Green said it was a long shot to win the Women's Open, but he is still confident. "I am just trying to play well and be consistent," he said.

Young takes charge at Women's Open

INDIANAPOLIS - (UPI) - Dana Young was looking for her second victory in two years. She had won the LPGA Tour season opener, the AIW Women's Open, and she was leading the U.S. Women's Open at the time. She is in the lead in the field of 156 breaking par, a very well and some holes are weather, the greens remained very.

"The course is lead. "

Young's most recent victory was at the 1981 Women's Open, but she has not won since then. She has made 11 tour victories but has not won a major since.

"It is a great feeling to know that I can still compete," Young said.

Payton offered $375,000

CHICAGO - (UPI) - Chicago Bears running back Walter Payton offered a $375,000 reward for the return of the Bears' new stadium, which was stolen.

"I want to be sure that we get our new stadium back," Payton said. "It is a very important part of our team."

"Walter's fourth year."

Payton's attorney, Fredric P. Yagi, said that the contract offer is a "good deal" to the Bears in terms of the money.

"Dealing with a police officer, who was paid off by the Bears, was a difficult situation," Yagi said. "We are not satisfied with the outcome."